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Sennheiser MX 70 VC Sport Headset

Product Name: Sennheiser MX 70 VC Sport Headset

Manufacturer: -

Model Number: PGIFTSO156

The new “Sport” range fits securely with maximum comfort and is unaffected by rain,
sweat and low temperatures. Sennheiser offers a model for virtually every taste and
every wearing style.  Everyone is running, jumping and working out with an iPod or
MP3 player, but most headphones used for sports activities fall out of your ears, rot
with sweat and break when crushed in your gym bag. These new Sennheisers can
handle it.......   Above all, sports headphones have to fit securely, be resistant to
humidity and to low temperatures and be easy to clean. Sennheiser’s answer: sturdy,
hard-wearing headphones that not only go in a completely new direction in terms of
design and ear coupling, but also have an extremely well-balanced sound. The
water-resistant earpieces have a cable that remains soft and flexible even at -10°C and
the overall construction is both flexible and tough.   This range has been a major
project for Sennheiser and has been two years in the making. The radical styling and
ergonomics are by noted German industrial designers Susanne Ewert and Markus
Hohl and has already won four prestigious IF Design awards.   - Seven brand-new
original designs by Sennheiser built specifically for sports activities   - All sweat
resistant and water resistant  - Designed to be washed after use  - Unique secure fitting
designs that won’t fall off your head  - Tough and almost unbreakable construction  -
Stylish and protective sports carry cases  - Stunning new styling across the range  -
Massive personal choice as to fit and application  - Ideal for use with all iPods, MP3,
CD, DVD, MD Players and portable game systems  - Sennheiser neodymium-iron
drivers  - Powerful, bass-driven sound with exceptional clarity  - Remarkable
Sennheiser two-year warranty   Sennheiser OMX 70 Sport   Stereo clip-on earphones
with individually adjusted  ear clips and supplied earbud adapters  Extremely punchy
bass response ensures powerful sound. Sweat and water resistant construction. 
Includes carrying case.  
___________________________________________________________________ 
Sennheiser MX 75 Sport   The MX 75 Sport earphones, come complete with a case
and a cable clip, feature an innovative, patent-pending 'twist-to-fit' system that
guarantees optimum fit during all kinds of sports. A small 'stopper' that is twisted gently
into the outer ear makes sure that the earpiece stays in place even during the most
energetic activities. Rubber pads in various sizes ensure optimum fit and comfort. The
earpieces themselves also have a choice of three sizes, allowing them to be optimally
adapted to the ear canal.  
___________________________________________________________________ 
Sennheiser MX 70 VC Sport   Adds and in-line volume control  The stereo earphones
MX 70 Sport and MX 70 VC Sport are ideal for joggers. The faces of the earpieces are
magnetic, allowing these models to be casually clipped around the neck. The
earphones come complete with a carrying case and an extension cable for the
asymmetrical cable.   This allows a player to be worn at different heights, with a
convenient cable clip to hold the connection cable to the clothing. Ear adapters ensure
an optimum fit inside the ear canal. The model MX 70 VC Sport also has a volume
control integrated into the cable, and the earpieces can be clipped to this too. 
___________________________________________________________________ 
Sennheiser MX 70 Sport    The stereo earphones MX 70 Sport and MX 70 VC Sport
are ideal for joggers. The faces of the earpieces are magnetic, allowing these attractive
models to be casually clipped around the neck. The earphones come complete with a
carrying case.

Price: R406.80
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Availability: This product was added to our catalog on Thursday 16 November, 2006
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